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The Killers-Shot At The Night 

Once in a lifetime, the suffering of fools 
To find our way home, to break in these bones 
Once in a lifetime (Once in a lifetime) 
Once in a lifetime 

Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 
Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 

Once in a lifetime, we’re breaking all the rules 
To find that our home, has long been out grown 
Throw me a life line, cause honey I got nothing to lose 
Once in a lifetime (Once in a lifetime) 
Once in a lifetime 

Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 
Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 
Give me a shot at the night 

Look at my reflection in the mirror 
Underneath the power of the light 
Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a shot at the night 
I feel like I'm losing the fight 

Give me a shot at the night 
Some kinda mysterious 
Give me a shot at the night 

Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 
Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 
Give me a shot at the night 
Give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 
Give me a shot at the night 

 

https://www.musixmatch.com/lyrics/The-Killers-5/Shot-At-The-Night 
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Lyric Breakdown-http://genius.com/3397168 

Once in a lifetime, the suffering of fools 

Only one chance is given for life, and it’s this once in a lifetime chance for anyone to find the road to 
their desired life, meaning they are the fools that need to take the chance and work towards getting 
their desires before time runs out for the dreams to be reached. 

To find our way home, to break in these bones 

The Bones represent the reality that the person collides with in order to reach their desires. 
However strong these desires may be, the persons wishes will always clash with the strains of 
physical reality. It’s the body, a cage of bones that limits the aspirations of a person because of the 
difference between dreams and reality. 

Once in a lifetime, we’re breaking all the rules 

For once in the person’s life, there comes a time when the rules need to be broken to achieve the 
desires they want. This can be interpreted as anything that means you are allowed to get what you 
wish in the end, such as with love, you have to break some rules to make sure that you can get or be 
with that person.  

To find that our home, has long been outgrown 

This one chance that we are given can easily be outgrown in time, such as the desire we aimed for 
can become old and outdated or we couldn’t reach it and this shows us when we need to take some 
time to break the rules we set for ourselves and find a new aim or ‘home’ to work towards. 

Throw me a lifeline, cause honey I’ve got nothing to lose 

Everyone who lives has a lifeline, something that they know they can do when they need things to 
change. The singer is asking the person this is for to give him this lifeline because he has reached a 
point where he needs to change and has nothing left to lose so wants things to change for the 
better. Also, if you believe in palm reading, everyone has a lifeline and this could mean that the 
singer is asking the person to read his palm and lifeline and see what she can do. 

Look at my reflection in the mirror, underneath the power of the light 

The singer is telling and asking the other person to look at him now as he has looked at himself, and 
to see that the power of the ‘light’ is the hope that he has been given from that night, saying that he 
in no more than what he was before, but he has been given a sense of hope that he wishes to keep 
for as long as he possibly can. 

Give me a shot at the night, give me a moment, some kinda mysterious 

The singer is asking a person to look at him and give him a sense of hope in the long nights that he’d 
usually spend alone. Once this sense of hope is given, this is when the singer feels that he can finally 
be brought out of his ‘Bones’ and be something that nobody had seen before, whilst still being the 
same psychical person, just having a change in his mental attitude.   
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Lyric Breakdown-My idea of Fear, Chance and Love 

Once in a lifetime, the suffering of fools 

The fools represent the people, and all humans that have one life. We all have at least one fear 
between is that we are all scared of. This is a fear that we suffer from at least once in our lifetime 
and there’s no way we can avoid this. Alternatively, the fools could be the troubled people in the 
world that are suffering in their one chance at a lifetime because of the fears they have, such as the 
fear of having no hope and being left alone. 

To find our way home, to break in these bones 

Home could be seen as a place where the person feels comfortable in being themselves and living 
with the fear, and this is where the aim to be so they find their way there somehow. The bones 
could either be the cage that holds the fear into a person, or ‘to break in these bones’ could mean 
that they are trying to break free from their fear before it does them any lasting damage to their one 
time life chance. 

Once in a lifetime, we’re breaking all the rules 

This could be seen as highlighting the fact that, in your one lifetime, you need to break all the rules 
that society sets or that you yourself set in your own mind to allow you to face your fears that you 
hold inside when you need to and do the things that will allow you a once in a lifetime chance, 
especially if this chance means changing something for the sake of your life and allowing you to take 
a hold of happiness. 

To find that our home, has long been outgrown 

Once you have broken the rules that you have used for your life, this allows you to take a look at 
yourself and re-evaluate the fears that you face. This means that you are somewhat more vulnerable 
and allows you to see that the ‘home’ that you have lived in for yourself, whether this be a physical 
home or place you feel safe in or if it is your own mind state or body acting as your cage, you realise 
after breaking the rules that you have outgrown your home and this means that you need to face 
your fears and find a new one, which is ultimately setting you a new destination in life and finding a 
new goal to reach or person to find. 

Throw me a lifeline, cause honey I’ve got nothing to lose 

Once in your life, you are going to face a time when you reach your lowest point and this means that 
you are going to be clawing for any sense of hope you can get. You look to the people you trust and 
love to ask them to throw you a lifeline, a reason to keep your hope, so that you can carry on with 
life, knowing that you have something to aim towards and look forward to, knowing that person or 
people are going to be there for you and also may end up being the hope and lifeline you asked for 
themselves. At your lowest point, you’re going to feel like you have nothing to lose at all so you will 
take on any way and form that you can find hope again and make yourself a better life, before the 
fears start taking over your mind set and ruling your life. The people that give you your hope are the 
people that you ask and tell that you have nothing left to lose, in the hopes that they can give you 
something to live for and something that you have and can’t lose, such as love. 
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Look at my reflection in the mirror, underneath the power of the light 

This is saying that the person that is dealing with this struggle can look in the mirror at themselves 
and, using the little hope that they have managed to gain from a person or people, they can re-
evaluate themselves and pick out any positives about themselves that they can use to combat the 
fear they have. This could also be the person asking other people to look at him and see that he will 
always be the same person, but needs a change in their life to make things better. The power of the 
light could represent the hope that they have and the new light they have found in their life that can 
battle the night, which represents the fear. Also, the light could be the chance that they could gain 
that can have the potential to give them the power to change things in their life that allows them to 
make a new life for themselves. 
 
I feel like I'm losing the fight 
This could be the inner demons of the person telling themselves to give up what they are aiming for 
because they know they will never get what they want, and so are giving up because they feel like 
they are losing their fight against their fear, which in turn renders them hopeless, lost, lifeless and 
loveless which is not where they want to be. This fight could also be the fight that they are having 
with a person to keep the hope and love going in their life, or the fight with themselves that makes 
them feel that they would be better off gone than living their life. 

Give me a shot at the night 

This could be interpreted two ways. One is that the night could represent the fear that a person has, 
and how they want a shot at taking on and overcoming this fear before it leads to problems in life 
for them, and if they manage to take on the ‘night’, then they have a better hope at having a chance 
in life, in hope and in love. On the other hand, this could mean that the person wants another 
person that they care about and get hope from, to give them a chance and spend a night together so 
that they can show that they are able to overcome their fears and not let them get in the way of 
their life and how they run it, because in all fairness, the only person that can create happiness in 
your life and get the chances you want, is you with the aid of someone you trust. 

Give me a moment 

This line can again be interpreted two ways. It could be the second time that the person is asking 
someone to give them a chance to show how they have changed and how they can hide their fear, 
and then be given a moment of their time to be together and be happy and positive. But it could 
also be seen as the person asking for a moment to let their fears take over for a short while so that 
they can overcome them once again to carry on being happy with the person that there with. 

Some kinda mysterious 

This line could be referring to the person that the song is written for. How, if they give the person 
singer a chance and spend some time with them, they would be getting some mysterious person 
because they’d both be seeing new sides of each other as they went through activities. They would 
both be some kinda mysterious things that neither person knows much about because they have 
always seen the side that they keep hidden and not the side that they let into the light. The 
mysterious is basically the person and the activities that could happen in the night, because no one 
knows what can happen in life and what chances we can get at any moment in time, even with a 
large fear inside them, but we all have fears inside us. 
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Meanings 
Online Views 
https://www.lyricinterpretations.com/the-killers/shot-at-the-night 
 
I think this song is about attacking your fears. Fear is represented by the night. More 
specifically however, the fear is not external, it is internal. "Look at my reflection in the 
mirror underneath the power of the light. Give me a shot at the night." Within you lies the 
night, lies fear. To attack this fear, to take a shot at the night is to enact the "breaking of the 
roof" as your home has "long been outgrown." Comfort and security both come with 
knowing and understanding. These things are associated with the home. However, there 
comes a point when you need to break free and draw your "life line" (the path you want 
your life to head in). The implications of courageously passing within the night is 
"mysterious" and you don't know what will happen. To sum it all up, reach a higher state of 
being by attacking your internal fear by doing the thing that most scares you (ex: starting up 
a business, quit your job to travel the country etc.). Take a shot at the night when the 
moment arises because it only happens "once in a lifetime." 
 
I have two interpretations of the lyrics. Could mean he wants someone preferably (his 
crush) to spend the night with him. He wants to get to know this significant other very well. 
He sings, “Give me a shot at the night, some kind of mysterious" He wants to uncover this 
persons mysterious behavior. 
"Once in a lifetime, we're breaking all the rules," This could also mean he wants to have a 
crazy night out. 
"Look at my reflection in the mirror 
underneath the power of the light" These words could mean his intoxicated looking at 
himself in the mirror of a bathroom realizing how wasted he has gotten. 
Brandon Flowers is Amazing because he writes his music in a way that it can be interpreted 
in many ways to different people. 
 
My Interpretation 
I interpret the overall meaning of the song as being about a fear and chance.  
The fear is not an external struggle with the person; it is an internal struggle that is a mental 
problem to them as they overthink this. The fear houses itself inside the person and this is 
why the home has long been outgrown. This fear has also lead the person to have no 
meaningful possessions or people in life and this is why they would happily take a shot at 
the night, the night being the fear, because they have nothing to lose.  
The fear is that of being alone and having no one to spend life with so it is describing the 
wish and want for a ‘chance’ at finding happiness in life with a person. By taking a shot at 
the night, they are trying to fight their internal struggle and find a moment where they can 
find someone, being the some kinda mysterious, to change the way their life is going.  
But the lyric I feel like I’m losing the fight suggests that they are giving up the fight and 
letting the fear take them over once again, rendering them alone and in the same position, 
loveless and lifeless. 
Looking at their reflection in the mirror underneath the power of the light, is the person 
looking at themselves and picking out all the points about their selves that are positive and 
would allow for them to change their lives and find someone, with the light being their hope 
shining upon them as they decide to make a change. 

https://www.lyricinterpretations.com/the-killers/shot-at-the-night
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Existing Video Analysis 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4YK-DEkvcw 
http://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/the-killers-give-lovers-a-chance-in-shot-at-the-night-20130927 

 
The video represents a brief modern day version of the ‘Cinderella’ story. The video 
shows a housekeeper to a hotel in the glamour of Las Vegas, whilst going about her 
daily and unglamorous routine, showing that not everyone’s life is happy and 
glamour filled in the otherwise thought of place. She goes home alone each night 
and resting until returning to her routine the next day. As she is driving to work and 
daydreaming as she rolls past the vast and colorful city, she nearly hits a ‘Prince 
Charming’ figure as they both spend a moment gazing at each other before they 
move along, never to see each other again. 
As she goes about her housekeeping duties, it seems fate is on her side as they are 
both brought together again. The ‘Prince Charming’ reluctantly convinces the duty 
filled ‘Cinderella’ to stop work for the night and hit the town together, giving them a 
shot at the night. They both enjoy Vegas in each other’s company, riding a 
motorcycle down the strip, spectating a game of poker, watching couples get 
married at a typical Vegas chapel, karaoke and holding hands and kissing against the 
wall of a building. All this in one night, a contradiction to the lives that they lead on a 
daily basis, and over watched by Brandon Flowers as he sings the song in the 
reflection of the Vegas Lights. The video ends well after midnight, and the couple are 
on the roof, kissing each other tenderly as the sun rises before she has to run off 
back to work, but with a different mood to her day, as she is now upbeat about her 
day and still wearing the heels she had on through the night. 
 
This video can be inferred to have any meaning, just as the song lyrics had. The ideas 
that the lyrics create for the meaning behind the song are shown within the story 
telling that is included in the video. The video supports the theories that it is about 
someone asking a person to take a chance and spend the night with him, to see if the 
love can amount to anything more and set. Also, if watching the video closely, it 
supports the idea of it being about fears, because of the character being somewhat 
depressed and alone and surviving unglamorously in a glamorous city, until she lets 
her fears go and takes a chance and a shot at the night, ultimately a night that 
changes her life. 
However, underneath the lightness of the video, it could hint at another meaning 
that coincides with the ones already set by the song. This meaning is that some 
people that live in a glamorous place such as Vegas, can still have unglamorous and 
mediocre lives compared to others. They can still feel as trapped, alone and isolated 
under the bright lights not just a city, but also the world that society has created for 
us. In a world full of love and couples, there are still some people that live alone 
hoping and waiting for the chance to have a shot at spending the night with 
someone they can love and have with them, which then changes their lives because 
they find hope and happiness in the person there with. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4YK-DEkvcw
http://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/the-killers-give-lovers-a-chance-in-shot-at-the-night-20130927

